The dressed atom approach to resonance fluorescence is extended to include collisional effects.
sorption and emission spectra of atoms has always attracted the attention of physicists .
In absorption studies, several interesting questions may be asked about the absorption profile which is recorded when the frequency (ÙL of the incident light beam is scanned through the atomic frequency (ùo of the absorbing vapour : evaluation of the pressure broadening and of the pressure shift of the line; understanding of the lineshape in the « far wings » (I (ÙL -mo I ? r § where tc is the collision time), i.e. outside the « impact domain » (I (ÙL -mo ( % t; 1) where this lineshape is lorentzian ; effect of an increase of the light intensity...
More recently, a great deal of theoretical and experimental activity has been devoted to the study of collisional redistribution [10-13, 17-20, 22, 24-32] . In this case, the frequency COL of the incident light beam is fixed, and one studies how this frequency is redistributed in the spectrum of the scattered light.
New collision induced lines appear in the emission spectrum. For example, for a two level atom, a fluorescence component at coo appears in addition to the well known Rayleigh component at COL (Fig. 1) . This fluorescence component can be interpreted as due to a transfer of atoms from the lower state a to the upper state b through the combined effect of the exciting light (double arrow) and collisions (simple arrow).
Saturation effects associated with an increase of the laser intensity have been also investigated. It is well known that, in absence of collisions, the fluorescence spectrum is a triplet for a two level atom [33-35 and references listed in 36] . The 
positions, widths and
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphys:019820043070102100 weights of the three components of this triplet are sensitive to collisions [12] . One method for studying saturation effects is based on a non perturbative solution of the so called « optical Bloch equations » : giving the rate of variation of the atomic density matrix aa as a sum of independent rates associated with the free atomic evolution (atomic hamiltonian Ha), the interaction of the dipole moment D with the laser electric field EL cos (OL t (first line of 1.1), the radiative damping due to spontaneous emission and the collisional relaxation (second line). The relaxation matrices Y,ad and :F coli are taken to be the same as in the absence of laser irradiation [17] [18] [19] . The domain of validity of equation (1.1) is given by :
where co, = dEL is the Rabi frequency (product of the atomic dipole moment d by the laser electric field EL), 6 = úJL -WO is the detuning between the laser and atomic frequencies COL and mo, LC the collision time (').
Outside the domain defined by conditions (1.2), it is no longer possible to add independent rates of variation for the effect of collisions and the effect of the laser excitation : the laser atom coupling cannot be ignored during the collision time. Any derivation of the absorption and redistribution spectra must therefore include a correct description of the collision dynamics in the presence of the laser irradiation. Among the various theoretical methods which have been used (S matrix, tetradic scattering formalism, projection operators, ...), a particularly fruitful point of view was developed by Lisitsa and Yakovlenko [ 15] who considered that collisions induce transitions between the energy levels of the compound system « atom + laser photons interacting together ». This approach initially developed for absorption spectra [15, 23] , has been also applied to collisional redistribution, at least for certain characteristics of the spectra and for certain regimes [18, 26, 27, 28] .
In this paper, we would like to analyse in more details the physical content of such a « dressed atom » approach and its domain of validity (2) . For (a more extensive discussion of this problem can be found in [35] [36] figure 3 ) occur at the three frequencies COL + Sl (transition from 11, n &#x3E; to 12, n -I &#x3E; with a rate T21), COL -0(12, n &#x3E; -+ 11, n -I &#x3E;; rate F,2) and(OL(I 1, n &#x3E; -+ 11, n -I &#x3E;and 12, n &#x3E; -+ I 2,n -1); rates F,, and T22). This (Fig. 1 ). The « virtual » level (dotted line of Fig. 1 ) is nothing but the dressed state 11, n &#x3E; (which reduces to a, n + I &#x3E; in the perturbative limit w, 6) and the straight arrow is just the real inelastic transition from 11, n ) to I 2, n). Let us emphasize that the dressed atom picture of figure 3 remains valid in the non perturbative domain ((o I Z 6).
The T2 type relaxation equations can be written by introducing two parameters x and ç associated with the damping and frequency shift of the coherences between I l,n&#x3E; and I 2, n) :
In section 4, when deriving the equations (3.9) and (3.10) from the S matrix approach, we will show that the relaxation of coherences between different manifolds is described by the same relaxation parameters w, K and ç. These three parameters depend of course on w, and 6.
The dressed atom picture (Fig. 3) clearly shows that the emission spectrum remains a triplet in the presence of collisions. We will now relate the weights and widths of the lines to the radiative and collisional relaxation parameters. and from the detailed balance condition :
which expresses that the total number of transitions 12, n &#x3E; , l, n' ) balances the total number of transitions l, n &#x3E; -2, n' &#x3E; (see Fig. 3 ). In absence of collisions (w = 0), such a condition clearly implies the equality of the weights of the two sidebands (when r 12 n 2 = r21 n l' it follows from (3.11) that J(WL -'J) = J(WL + t2)). But, in general, the detailed balance condition (3.14) includes collisional as well as radiative transitions. The balance between radiative transitions is therefore supressed (r 12 n 2 ¥= r21 n 1 ) and the weights of the two sidebands are no longer equal : the fluorescence spectrum is asymmetric in the presence of collisions [17] .
The dressed atom populations deduced from (3.13) and (3.14) are :
It may be checked by this expression that the collisions tend to equalize populations (n 1 -n 2 is smaller in the presence of than in the absence of collisions [36] .
The two sidebands at WL ± 0 have a width (half width at half maximum) :
The radiative contribution to this width is larger than the half sum r/2 of the natural widths of the two involved levels because of the existence of a phase transfer in the radiative cascade downwards the dressed atom energy diagram [36] . The pressure broadening of the lateral components is just equal to K. This is due to the fact the collisional relaxation of the optical coherences 1, n I a 12, n -I &#x3E; and 2, n I a 11, n -1 &#x3E; (evolution frequencies WL + Q and WL -Q) are identical to the equations (3.10) describing the relaxation of the low frequency coherences ; 1, n I ul2,n&#x3E; and ( 2, n ] al l,n&#x3E; (see the demonstration in section 4. 1). (3.10) describing the effect of collisions. The derivation of the fluorescence spectrum from these equations is a straightforward duplication of the calculations already done for collisionless resonance fluorescence [36] .
One gets in this way the characteristics of this spectrum which haye been given in. section 3. These results have a limited range of validity because of the Markov and secular approximations used in the derivation of the relaxation equations ( §4.1). We want here to evaluate this range of validity (5) . (5) In the derivation of the fluorescence spectrum from the relaxation equations, we also use the quantum regression theorem [38, 34] . This is actually a further approximation but its condition of validity and its range of validity are strictly identical to those of the Markov approximation and they are therefore included in the following discussion. (Fig. 4) It must then be possible to relate the parameters w, K, ç describing the collisional relaxation of the dressed atom to the usual parameters associated with the bare atom. We will find such a relation by using a method based on the S matrix approach. We will also give a geometrical interpretation of the results.
We first make explicit the relaxation parameters of the bare atom. For such a system, the effect of a given collision is to shift the energies Eb and Ea of the upper and lower atomic states. This produces a phase shift 4&#x3E; of the dipole moment Summing over collisions gives the following equation describing the damping and the frequency shift of the dipole moment (UA is the atomic density matrix). The two parameters y and q are given by
The summation over collisions is defined by equation (4.5).
We want now to express the dressed atom relaxation parameters w, K, j in terms of y, q when QTr 1, i.e. when the laser atom coupling can be ignored during the collision (see § 2.2). The basic idea of the method is that the S matrix of the dressed atom can thus be computed as if the atom was free. Suppose that the dressed atom is before the collision in the state (see eq. (3. 2)). Because of the condition W1 T, 1, the atom laser coupling (strength mi) cannot induce transitions between the two uncoupled states I b, n &#x3E; and a, n + I ) during the collision time Tc. The effect of the collision is just to dephase these two states so that, after the collision, 1, n &#x3E; becomes Since the two shifts are different 11, n &#x3E; has a non zero projection on the state ! 12, n &#x3E; orthogonal to ) l, n ) (see eq. (3 . 2)) This means that the collision induces a population transfer from ! 1, n &#x3E; to ! 12, n &#x3E; with a probability with Summing over collisions finally leads to the expression for the redistribution rate w This result shows how the collision which is purely elastic in absence of laser irradiation can induce inelastic transitions between the dressed states by dephasing the two uncoupled states. Furthermore, it gives the relation between w and y. Because of the relation bTc 1, one can indeed identify mo and wL during the time T, and get from (4.22) and (4.29) It follows from equations (4. 24b), (4. 30) and (4 . 31 ) that From equations (4 . 32) and (3 . 3), w can also be expressed in terms of y, (ol and 6
One gets the expression of x and j by studying the evolution of the dressed atom coherence 1, n &#x3E; 2, n I. The collision transforms it into 11, n &#x3E; 2, n I where 11, n &#x3E; is given by (5.5) and 2, n &#x3E; by a quite similar expression Summation over collisions gives (this is equivalent to equation (4.12) Remark on a problem of terminology. -Condition OT, 1 defines a situation which is often called the « impact region » [15, 17, 20, 22, 23, 24] . On the other hand, the word impact also appears in the «impact approximation » which, in pressure broadening theory [6, 8] figure 4 .
There is however a risk of confusion and some authors [28, 32] [7, 10] .
We will consider first ( § 5 . [39, 43] .
As discussed in section 2, the TB relaxation is produced by hl(t) = h(t) sin a (see Fig. 2 ). On the other hand, the adiabatic contribution K' to the T2 relaxation ( T2 type relaxation; see § 4. 1) is produced by h 11 (t) = h(t) cos a (see Fig. 2 It will be also interesting to discuss the situation 5Tc &#x3E; 1, w1 Tc 1 which is the easiest way for obtaining experimentally QTr &#x3E; 1 [17] . At where J(b) is the Fourier transform at frequency 6 of the correlation function C(T) given in (5.8). The adiabatic relaxation parameter x' associated with h II is equal to y (since h I I = h cos ot --h if oi i 6)
These results are valid for 6T,,, « 1 as well as for 6T, &#x3E; 1 (condition hl T,,: 1 can occur in the two situations). When 6T,,, 1 (which is equivalent to QTc 1 since mi « b) they coincide with the expressions (5.10) and (5 .11 ) (taken in the limit sin a 1). More interesting is the other case since it corresponds to the situation experimentally accessible of far wing weak excitation (bTc &#x3E; 1 and mi « 6). The quantity fi6) thus appears as identical to the phenomenological parameter 7(b) introduced by Carlsten, Szoke and Raymer in their experimental paper [17] . The (5.12) ).
